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In Weyl's geometry [reference ornitted] there appean in addition to the wellknown quadratic differcntial forrn, which determines the metric at individual
points. a linear differential form
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which determines the metrical connection b€tween different points. Its geometrical meaning is that the scale of a "length" I (the square of the absolute
vaiue of a vector) does not remain invariant with respect to "congruent tmnsfer"
of the length to a neighbouring poinl, but und€rgoes the change

(l)
Weyi discovered that, so long as one requires that the transfer of a vector be
accompanied by the congru€nt transfer of its length, the two of them together
(the netric of the individual points + the metrical relationship) define an affine
conn€ction (i.e. a concept of the parallel lransport of a vector). On congruent
transfer of a length along a finite section of a worldline---+.g. by parallel transfer
of a vector along such a se€tion-the scale of the length is multipled by the
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where the line-integral is to be taken, of course, along the worldline, and
depends non-trivially on the palh so long as the quantities
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do not vanish.
tbe components of the connection are identified
-Physically
with the gravitational field and the
with the electromagnetic field. If these
are the correct relations-and the coordinates in a space-time rcgion arc so
chosen rhat, ar least in some approximation, i" denotes the time (in sec) and
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rtr2-rl the Cartesian coordinates (in cm). then the di

are, up 1o a uniYersal

proponionality-factor, the etectromagnetic potentials in the usual sense:
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If we write rhis factor
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where € is the el€mentary quantum of electric

charge in CGS units. that is to say.
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then. since d, has the dimension sec and sy the dimension of "energy",
r).-The scale-factor (2) becomes
has the dimension ofaction (s cm2 sec
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The properly announced in the title and which to me seems remarkable is that
the "true" quantum-conditions i.e. those that are suflicient to determine tbe
are lusl 'utficienl lo make lhe e\ponenl of lhe
enerCy and lhu. the
'peclrum.
r, (which is a pure number according
parh-faclor l5r an inleger mulliple ol ),
to the above) for all approximate periods of the system As there are some ifs
and burs to be attached to this statementl shall first€stablish it for the individual
cases for which itisvalidintbe simple torm just slated. Only then shall Idiscuss
the the possible meaning of the shtement -'conceming whi€h-let me hasten
to admit I have not made much progress.

lschrijdinger then proc€eds to give five examples for which the staaement is

valid, namely, (l) unperturbed Kepler orbits, (2)Ze€man effect, (3) Stark effect'
(4) mixed Zeeman and Stark effects with parallel axes and (5) rclativistic mass
variat;on. Butas theexamples are rather long and the London analysis discussed
above gives a general summary of the siluation, we shall omit the details and
proceed tothe discussion. which is the part of Schritdinger's paper lhat is mosl
relevant from the gauge-lheory point of view.l

Discussion of the Besulls
To summarize, we have the following situation. were the electron in its orbit
to bring along with it a 'length" which remain€d unchanged by the transfer.
then. starting from any arbiirary point on the orbit, each time thal the eleclron
retumed to its approximate initial position and initial state the scale of this
lengrh would appear to be multiPlied by an approximately integer powerof
122)
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It is difficult to belieye thal lhis rcsult is merely an accidental malhcmatical
consequencc ofthe quanrum conditions. and has no deeper physical meaning.
The somewhat imprecisc form of the approximations in which it is encouniered.
changes nothing in this respecti we know. in any case. that thc quantum orbils
are not sharply delined for (wo reasons: FiNt. bccause of the electromagnetic
radiation, which. although il certainly does not exisl in iis classical form. lnusl
certainly conespond lo sornething quantum mcchanical of the sa'ne ordcr oi
magnitudc, since otheNise Ihe fiequenciet could nol be conectly deduccd
frcm thc correspondence principle. Second. a lack oi sharpness in the qurntum
orbi$ is caused also by ihe {act that in most cases the motion is pe.iodic only
;n a cerlain approximaiion. (E.g. in the case of the Zeeman effect the terms
quadntic in the field strength, must be ncglected in principler and, ifone takes
relaiivistic correclions into account, thc Siark eiTeci no longcr belongs 10 the
class of strictly separable problems).

whether the electron really b.ings a length" along with it in its motion is
more than qucslionable. k is vcry possible that, in the course of its motion.
it continually "r€establishes itself in the sensc of Weyl. It may be thal lhe
meaning ofour result is to be sought in the facl ihat not every rc establishmcnt
rempo is permitted to the electron, bul ralher that the re'establishment must
rake place subject lo acertain dependence on the quasi'penodic orbitalcyles
One is tempted to guess what value thc universal constant y must have There
are two well-established constanls withthe dimensions ofaction, namelyll and
(hough for my own patl I am convinced thal they are not independenl) wcrc
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the uiversal lirclor (22) would be a very large number. oflhe oder
, suggesls tha( the pure imaginary value

crr)rn. The other possibility
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might be a possibility. in which case thc universal factor would be equal to
unily and rhe scale oi any accompanying distance would rcproduce itselfafier
each quasi pcriod.-I do not darc to judge whether this would make sense in
the contexl of Weyl geometry.
The facr that e. l?.. are not thc only known universal constants should also
be raken into account. lfone includes the (usual) g.avitational consiant k and
any universalmass. e.g. tbe elecron mass. one has
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isa'unileriialqu.lnlunlofrction ol lhe ordcr oimagnllude l0-rr crgscc --We
sho,,l.l n:call. howe!er- lhatir this malter dimensional-coosidertrtions alone rrc

